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Abstract. The process of implementing a damage detection strategy for aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering
infrastructure is referred to as structural health monitoring (SHM). The authors' approach is to address the SIAM
problem in the context of a statistical pattern recognition paradigm. In this paradigm, the process can be broken down
into four parts: (1) Operational Evaluation, (2) Data Acquisition and Cleansing, (3) Feature Extraction and Data
Compression, and (4) Statistical Model Development for Feature Discrimination . These processes must be
implemented through hardware or software and, in general, some combination of these two approaches will be used.
This paper will discuss each portion of the SHM process with particular emphasis on the coupling of a general
purpose data interrogation software package for structural health monitoring (DIAMOND 11) with a modular wireless
sensing and processing platform that is being jointly developed with Motorola Labs . More specifically, this paper will
address the need to take an integrated hardware/software approach to developing SHM solutions . .

Keywords : sensing, data Interrogation, software, system integration

1 . In t roduc tion

The process of implementing a damage detection strategy for aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering
infrastructure is referred to as structural health monitoring (SHM) . Here damage is defined as changes to the material
and/or geometric properties of these systems, including changes to the boundary conditions and system connectivity,
which adversely affect the system's current or future performance . Our approach is to address the SHM problem in the
context of a statistical pattern recognition paradigm (Farrar, Doebling and Nix, 2001) . In this paradigm, the process can
be broken down into four parts : (1) Operational Evaluation, (2) Data Acquisition, (3) Feature Extraction, and (4)
Statistical Model Development for Feature Discrimination . When one attempts to apply this paradigm to data from
"real-world" structures, it quickly becomes apparent that data cleansing, normalization, fusion and compression, which
can be implemented with either hardware or software, are inherent in Parts 2-4 of this paradigm . A more detailed
overview of the SHM process can be found in (Worden and Dulieu-Barton, 2004) . These processes must be
implemented through hardware or software and, in general, some combination of these two approaches will be used ..
The authors believe that all approaches to SHM, as well as all traditional non-destructive evaluation procedures (e .g



ultrasonic inspection, acoustic emissions, active thermography) can be cast in the context of this statistical pattern
recognition paradigm. To date, however, there have been a limited number of technology development efforts that have
approached the SHM problem in an integrated manner where all portions of the paradigm are addressed for a particular
application . Instead, most efforts have focused exclusively either on the sensing technology or the data interrogation
algorithms. (Doebling, et al ., 1996; Sohn, et al ., 2004a) .

This paper will present a summary of an integrated hardware/software SHM system that is being jointly developed
by Los Alamos National Laboratory and Motorola Labs to address the shortcoming described above . First, each portion
of the SHM statistical pattern recognition paradigm will be briefly summarized . This discussion will be followed by a
summary of a coupled hardware/software system that is intended to address most portions of the statistical pattern
recognition paradigm for SHM .

2 . The Statsti ca l Patt e rn Recognition Paradigm for Structura l Hea lth M o nirto ing

2 . 1 Ope r at io n a l Eva luati o n

The first step in the development of a SHM system is referred to as operational evaluation . Operational evaluation
attempts to answer four questions regarding the implementation of a damage detection capability : 1 .) What are the life-
safety and/or economic justification for performing the SHM? 2 .) How is damage defined for the system being
investigated and, for multiple damage possibilities, which cases are of the most concern? 3 .) What are the conditions,
both operational and environmental, under which the system to be monitored functions? and 4.) What are the limitations
on acquiring data in the operational environment? Operational evaluation begins to set the limitations on what will be
monitored and how the monitoring will be accomplished . This evaluation starts to tailor the damage detection process
to features that are unique to the system being monitored and tries to take advantage of the unique characteristics .

2 . 2 . Data Ac qui s it ion

The data acquisition portion of the SHM process involves selecting the excitation methods, the sensor types, number
and locations, and the data acquisition/storage/processing/transmittal hardware . The actual implementation of this
portion of the SHM process will be application specific . Economic considerations will play a major role in making
decisions about the type and extent of the data acquisition system that can be deployed . For real-world applications the
ruggedness and long-term stability of the data acquisition system will also be a concern .

A fundamental premise regarding data acquisition and sensing is that these systems do not measure damage . Rather,
they measure the response of a system to it operational and environmental loading . Depending on the sensing
technology deployed and the type of damage to be identified, the sensor reading may be more or less directly correlated
to the presence and location of damage . Data interrogation procedures are the necessary components of a SHM system
that convert the sensor data into information about the structural condition . Furthermore, to achieve successful SHM
the data acquisition system will have to be developed in conjunction with these data interrogation procedures .

2 .3 . Data No rm a li za tion

As it applies to SHM, data normalization is the process of separating changes in sensor reading caused by damage
from those caused by varying operational and environmental conditions . (Farrar, Sohn, Worden, 2001) Because data
can be measured under varying conditions, the ability to normalize the data becomes very important to the damage
detection process . One of the most common procedures is to normalize the measured responses by the measured inputs .
When environmental or operational variability is an issue, the need can arise to normalize the data in some temporal
fashion to facilitate the comparison of data measured at similar times of an environmental or operational cycle . This
normalization may require additional types of measurements (e .g . temperature) to be made . Sources of variability in the
data acquisition process and with the system being monitored need to be identified and minimized to the extent
possible . In general, not all sources of variability can be eliminated . Therefore, it is necessary to make the appropriate
measurements such that these sources can be statistically quantified . Variability can arise from changing environmental
and test conditions, changes in the data reduction process, and unit-to-unit inconsistencies .

2 . 4 . Data C l ea n s ing

Data cleansing is the process of selectively choosing data to pass on to, or reject from, the feature selection process .
The data cleansing process is usually based on knowledge gained by individuals directly involved with the data
acquisition . As an example, an inspection of the test setup may reveal that a sensor was loosely mounted and, hence,
based on the judgment of the individuals performing the measurement, this set of data or the data from that particular
sensor may be selectively deleted from the feature selection process . Signal processing techniques such a filtering and
re-sampling can also be thought of as data cleansing procedures .



2 .5. Feature Extractio n

A damage-sensitive feature is some quantity extracted from the measured system response data that indicates the
presence of damage in a structure . Identifying features that can accurately distinguish a damaged structure from an
undamaged one is the focu s of most SHM technical literature (Doebling , et al , 1996 , Sohn , et al ., 2004a) .
Fundamentally , the feature extraction process i s based on fitting some model , either physics-based or data-based, to the
measured system response data . The parameters of these models or the predictive errors associated with these models
then become the damage-sensitive features . An alte rnate approach is to identify features that directly compare the
sensor waveforms or spectra of these waveforms . Many of the features identified for impedance-based and wave
propagation -based SHM studies fall into this catego ry (Park, et al ., 2004 , and Sohn , et al . , 2004b) .

One of the most common methods of feature extraction is based on correlating obse rvations of measured quantities
with the first-hand observation s of the degrading system . Another method of developing features for damage detection
is to apply engineered flaws, similar to ones expected in actual operating conditions , to systems and develop an in i tial
understanding of th e parameters that are sens itive to the expected damage . The flawed system can also be used to
validate that the diagnostic measurements are sensitive enough to distinguish between features i dentified from the
undamaged and damaged system . The use of analytical tools such as experimentally-validated finite element models
can be a great asset in this process . In many cases the analytical tools are used to perform nume rical experiments where
the flaws are introduced through computer simulation . Damage accumulation testing , during which significant
structural components of the system under study are subjected to a realistic degradation , can also be used to identify
appropriate features . This process may involve induced-damage testing , fatigue te sting, corrosion growth , temperature
cycling , etc . to accumulate certain types of damage in an accelerated fashion . Insight into the approp riate features can
be gained from several sources and is usually the re sult of information obtained from some combination of these
sources .

2 .6 . Data Fusio n

Data fusion is the process of combining information from multiple sensor s in an effort to enhance the fidelity of the
damage detection proce ss . Inherent in many feature selection processes is the fus ing of data from multiple sensors and
condensation of the s e data . Common examples of data fusion include the extraction of mode shapes from sensor arrays
and the averaging of spectral quantities to remove noise from the measurements . Additional data fusion procedures
focus on establ ishing other types of correlations (or quantifying lo ss of correlation) between different sensors in an
effo rt to identify the presence and location of dam age .

2 .7. Data Compressio n

The operational implementation and diagnostic measurement technologies needed to perform SHM produce more
data than traditional uses of dynamic response information . A condensation of the data is advantageous and neces s ary
when compa ri sons of many feature sets obta ined over the lifetime of the structure are envisioned . Also , because data
will be acquired from a structure over an extended p eriod of time and in an operational environment , robust data
reduction techniques must be developed to retain feature sensitivity to the structural changes of interest in the presence
of environmental and operational variability . To further aid i n the extraction and recording of quality data needed to
perform SHM, the statistical significance of the features should be characte rized and used in the compres s ion process .

2 .8 . Statistica l Mode l Deve lopme nt

The po rt ion of the SHM process that has received the least attention in the technical literature is the development of
statistical models for disc rimination between features from the undamaged and damaged structures . Statistical model
development is conce rned with the implementation of the algo ri thms that operate on the extracted features to quant i fy
the damage state of the structure . The algorithms used in statistical model development usually fall into three categories .
When data are available from both the undamaged and damaged structure, the statistical patte rn recognition algorithms
fa ll into the general class i fication referred to as supervised learning . Group classification and regression analysis are
categories of supervised learning algori thms . Unsupervised learning refers to algo ri thms that are applied to data not
containing examples from the damaged structure . Outlier or novelty detection is the p ri ma ry class of algorithms applied
in unsupervised lea rn ing applications . All of the algo ri thms analyze statistical distributions of the features to enhance
the damage detection process .

The damage state of a system can be described as a five-step process, along the lines of that proposed by Rytter,
1993, that answers the following questions : 1 .) Is there damage in the system (existence), 2 . )?Where is the damage in
the system (location)? ; 3 .) What kind of damage is present (type)? ; 4 .) How severe is the damage (extent)? ; and 5 .) How
much useful life remains (prognosis)?

Answers to these questions in the order presented represent increasing knowledge of the damage state . When
applied in an unsupervised lea rning mode, statistical models are typically used to answer questions regarding the
existence and location of damage . When applied in a supervised learn ing mode and coupled with analytical models, the
statisti cal procedures can be used to better determine the type of damage, the extent of damage and remain i ng useful life



of the structure . The statistical models are also used to minimize false indications of damage . False indications of
damage falls into two categories: (])False positive damage indication (indication of damage when none is present), and
(2) False-negative damage indication (no indication of damage when damage is present) . Errors of the first type are
undesirable as they will cause unnecessary downtime and consequent loss of revenue as well as loss of confidence in
the monitoring system . More importantly, there are clear safety issues if misclassifications of the second type occur .
Many pattern recognition algorithms allow one to weight one type of error above the other, this weighting may be one
of the factors decided at the operational evaluation stage .

3 . A Coupled SHM Hardware/Software Syste m

As the SHM field grows and matures, the question of "can a structure's health be monitored?" is being replaced by
"which permutation of sensing technology, data cleansing, data compression, data normalization, feature extraction, and
statistical discrimination procedures yields the best results for the problem outlined in the operational evaluation of a
structure?" Next, one must ask how a process can be developed, tested and deployed on a "real-world" structure . The
authors have attempted to provide an answer to these questions by developing a modular software toolbox for
cataloging feature extraction, data normalization, data cleansing, data fusion and statistical discrimination algorithms .
This software is referred to as DIAMOND II . DIAMOND 11 permits the, rapid assembly of SHM data interrogation
processes, easy modification of the process as more data is analyzed, and the embedding of these processes in remote
monitoring hardware developed by Motorola Labs . The Motorola hardware is referred to by the acronym WiSHM,
which stands for Wireless Structural Health Monitoring system . This hardware was specifically designed for structural
health monitoring applications . The fundamental design philosophy for both the hardware and the software was to
develop a system that can be easily adapted to a variety of SHM applications . To meet this goal, the hardware was
designed so that it could interface with a variety of sensors and it could also drive actuators in an effort to facilitate
"active" sensing . Processing and memory capabilities were designed around the DIAMOND II software . The software
was designed to facilitate the comparison of different SHM processes as it is envisioned that process development will
require an iterative approach . The subsequent portions of this paper describe the hardware and software in more detail .

3 .1 The DIAMOND II Softwar e

DIAMOND 11 is a modular software package developed by staff at LANL (Allen, 2004) to interface with an
integrated hardware system assembled by Motorola Labs . This software fills a current void in the SHM community by
bringing a variety of different SHM algorithms together in a single software package . This software provides an
efficient and adaptable set of tools with which to develop the data interrogation portion of the SHM process .

The software described herein is comprised of two pieces . The first is a client to allow graphical construction of data
interrogation processes . The second is node software for remote execution of processes on Motorola's WiSHM . The
client software is created around a catalog of data interrogation algorithms compiled over several years of research at
LANL . The development of this software required encapsulating the DIAMOND II algorithms into independent
interchangeable functions and providing a streamlined mechanism to facilitate the continual expansion of the function
catalog as new algorithms are developed . The client software also includes methods for interfacing with the node
software over an Internet connection . Once communications are established with Motorola's WiSHM node, either by
Ethernet or wireless communications, the client software can upload a developed process to the node . The node
software has the ability to run the processes and return results . When this software is integrated with Motorola's
WiSHM, it can be used to create a distributed SHM network where the individual nodes perform the monitoring
function and then send a system state indicator to a centralized monitoring facility .

3 .1 .1 Client Software

The SHM team at LANL conceived the idea that grew into the Graphical Linking and Assembly of Syntax
Structure, (GLASS) software . The concept was for software that would allow a user to assemble statistical pattern
recognition functions into a SHM process in "plug and play" manner . The project developed from simple graphical
interfaces to a modern piece of software that provides easy user interaction, expandability, and is easy to maintain .

The original LANL toolbox, DIAMOND (Doebling, 1997), is a graphical-user-interface (GUI) driven 1VIATLAB TM

toolbox for experimental modal analysis, finite element model updating and damage identification based on changes in
modal properties . This toolbox was developed in the mid 1990's by staff and students in LANL's Engineering Analysis
group . A shift in paradigm from global modal parameter based damage identification (Doebling, et al ., 1996) to
statistical pattern recognition based SHM (Farrar, Doebling and Nix, 2001), required the development of a new software

tool . The DIAMOND II module and GLASS technology have been created to meet this demand . DIAMOND 11, like its

predecessor, is a collection of functions based in MATLAB TM that are assembled to provide SHM data interrogation

tools . These tools can be categorized as "Data Collection," "Data Cleansing and Normalization," "Feature Extraction,"
and "Statistical Discrimination ." Functions from these categories are assembled to form a SHM process . The

DIAMOND II MATLAB TM algorithms have been encapsulated so that each is a stand-alone function with defined

inputs and outputs . The functions are also based on a single data structure allowing them to be assembled in a "plug and

play" manner.



With this new catalog of plug and play functions, an interface is needed to allow simple assembly of a SHM process .
The GLASS client platform facilitates construction of new processes by allowing drag and drop of MATLABTM, C, or
JAVA functions into a workspace . Variable types, values, and descriptions are displayed and dragging output variables
from one function to the input variables of another easily links the two functions . Once assembled, a process can be run
in its entirety or selected functions can be run as needed. Processes can then be saved and stored for use in the future,
executed remotely, or embedded into microprocessors . GLASS is developed in the JAVA programming language to
allow for cross-platform compatibility, and to incorporate modular design allowing for future expansion . In GLASS,
DIAMOND lI is one of several modules containing data interrogation functions . Other modules include a hardware
integration module, a utilities module, and an experimental modal analysis module .

3.1 .2 Development of GLASS Software Technology

The first GLASS software versions were developed using the MATLAB TM GUI environment . It was quickly
reali zed that a more powerful language was needed to capture the required functionality . JAVA was chosen because of
the ability to compile the software independent of a computing platform, ease of development, and JAVA's Object
Oriented (00) language structure . The use of an 00 language allows development of reusable objects, decreasing
development and revision time .

00 software emulates abstracted objects from the real world . In the case of the GLASS software, the objects to
model come from the functions, and the organization of these functions . The following is a bottom up listing of the
objects that are emulated in the GLASS software :

Variables : Each variable object is assigned a name and type co rresponding to the MATLAB TM workspace . The
object also has a value and description with which it is associated . An expe ri mentally measured 1024-point accelerat i on
time history is an example of an array variable .

Functions : Function objects encapsulate the ability to execute MATLAB TM, C or JAVA code . Function objects also
contain information pertaining to its description, authorship, purpose, and input and output va riables . An algori thm to
perform a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an example of a function .

Catego ri es : In the DIAMOND II module, the catego ri es reflect the statistical patte rn recognition paradigm for SHM .
In GLASS, a tabbed pane represents each category and displays the contained functions . The FFT function might be
part of the feature extraction category within DIAMOND II .

Module: A module is the top level of organization in GLASS . DIAMOND ll has been developed as a module to
allow future expansion and easier assembly of processes . Each module consists of multiple categories . Other modules
add functionality in different aspects of structural dynamics such as model validation and unce rt ainty quantification or
experimental modal analysis .

The GlassComponent is an abstract object that contains prope rt ies and methods that are common to many of the
GLASS objects . Object oriented programming is useful because of the concept of inhe ri tance . The Module, Category,
and Function objects all inherit all of the prope rties and methods of the abstract GlassComponent . This inheritance also
allows Modules, Categories, and Functions to be treated interchangeably on an abstract level . For example, the Glass
client requesting the name of a GlassComponent does not make any distinction as to whether the component is a
Module, Category, or Function .

There is a problem with creating a JAVA interface to MATLAB TM . JAVA can communicate by evaluating st ri ngs in
the MATLABTM workspace, but MATLABTM has no direct way to interact with JAVA objects created outside of the
MATLABTM workspace . Creating the dataHandler object in the MATLABTM workspace allows the JAVA object access
to the MATLABTM workspace variables . Other JAVA objects outside of the MATLAB TM workspace can then query this
JAVA object. This object allows results to be retrieved from the MATLABTM workspace and the appropriate Variable
object to have its value updated .

With the link between the JAVA and MATLAB TM workspaces established, functions can be run, variables retrieved,
expressions evaluated, and MATLAB" commands executed . This method provides an extraordinary tool that allows
graphical manipulation of objects via a JAVA interface and subsequent computational execution in MATLAB TM . JAVA
provides a far superior user interface than the native MATLAB TM GIU toolbox because of the drag and drop
functionality, threading, and advanced user controls such as the process tree .

Once MATLABTM functions became executable, JAVA classes and C functions were easily encapsulated i n the
same JAVA function framework . This framework allows functions w ri tten in the different languages to be integrated
into a single process, sha ring variable values and functionality .

With GLASS Technology, there exists the ability to create functions in MATLAB TM , JAVA or C and then
catego rize, v i sually assemble, and have them execute in a process . The next section discusses the assembly of a process
from individual functions .

3 .1 .3 Grap hica lly Prototy p ing Algorithms

In GLASS, functions are categorized as belonging to a Module and a Category . This hierarchy allows a separation
of functions by developer, project, or method . For example, the DIAMOND II Module is a collection of functions
developed by many people in an effo rt to use the statistical patte rn recognition paradigm to tackle the SHM problem .
This module is then broken into the categories representing the steps followed to analyze data using time se ries analysis .



Another module , hardware integration , contains functions for accessing a dat a acquisition board to collect data and
functions for broadcasting data or results over it network .

GLASS module, can be created, stored, and shared among users . Functions from different modules may also be

combined together to form ne %k processes . ' I 'hi ti modular a pproach was taken in an effo rt to reduce file number of'

functions re-written by individuals when various functions (e .g . importing it specific file type) have already been

written . To assemble it new process, functions are selected from the categories and placed in the workspace . Functions

can be re-orde re d or inserted at anytime . Functions are then linked by their input and output variables in it cascading
fashion .

The first step to assembling a process is data collection . When the data (e .g . measured acceleration time histories)

are collected live from a DSP board described below in Section 3 .2 .2, a JAVA class for communicating kN ith the DSP

board is used . The function rollectL)SPdata starts the process . In this function, the number of data points, sampling

frequency, and IP ad dress of the hard krarr are specified .
Next data cleansing is performed . Because the DSP board used for data collection is it custom and experimental

board, there is it smell transient response a t the beginning of all the samples taken . The subset data function i s the next

ste p in the process and is used to truncate the sample, re mo \ ing the initial transient data .

A damage sensitise feature must be extracted from the time series . In this example, features are based on fitting a

time series model to measured acceleration time-histories . The residual error that result, when this model is used to

subsequently predict future data sets is considered the damage sensitive feature .
Finally, statistical modeling for feature discrimination is obtained using an X-b a r control chart . This test is used to

changes in the residual error features . The result of this statistical test is thendetermine when there are si t
broadcast by it J A VA function over the network to other clients, Figure I shows the GLASS Gll implementation of

this process .
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F i gure I . The GLASS GU I showing an algorithm assembled for performing it sequential probabil i ty ration test on
features extracted from data obtained on it laboratory frame structure .

Once assembled, algorithms can be run in their entirety, or in selected sequences . The idea is that once an algorithm

has been assembled, and run once, small changes to parameters should not require the entire sequence to be run main,
only affected functions need to be rerun and the final results recal .ulated . Nc N\ functions can also be dragged into the

workspace and results recalculated to compare and contrast 1~vo methods . Once a process has been created, it can be

saved for future use or passed on to other individuals . GLASS 'I'echnolu('y has been dc%eloped to be an open ended ;in(]
cooperative endeavor that will save time and promote Understanding of different approaches to SHM .

3 . 1 . 4 CLASS Node Sofi rvar e

Originally, t he system design called for the GLASS client software to embed it developed process directly to a

digital signal processing I UtiP) chip . In research i ng t he process of embedding deve l oped M .AT I .A 13'" functions onto a

DSP i t `,US found that no simple solution was iivai l able . Some tools existed for targeting the ti1 .AT l -Af 3 "Functions C or



DSP chips : however, the conversion produces excessive code and linking external math libraries proved to be difficult .
The conclusion was made that the functions would need to be re- k tiritten in C if a SH M p ro cess were to be easily
embedded on a DSP directly from GLASS . Because of the time already invested in functions developed in
MATL.AB"' code, rewriting the functions in C was undesirable . The solution then was to im p lement the full single
board computer (SBC) into Motorola's WiSH M . The SBC solution allows the Linux operating system to directly run
MA ' fLAB"' in its cnti rc ty Without these functions being converted to C. Communication with the Cl ASti node is
accomplished from the GLASS client through it ' I' CP i IP socket . This connection allows the WiSll M and thr p rocess
development platform to be physically separated but connected through it local a re a network (LAN), Wireless LAN, or
over the Internet .

The GLASS node software is both similar too and yet very different from the GLASS client . W here the user of the
GLASS client is an engineer assembling SHM pro ce sses, the user of the GLASS node is a GLASS client . Because tile
user is another piece of so ft ware, the GUI portion of the software that allows a human user to graphically communicate
with the softwa re needs t o he repl a ced . Pieces of so ft ware communicate with each other th rough a communication
protocol ",here a s et of commands and response s that designate action s .

Because the development of the o ri ginal GLASS client is object oriented (00) based, many o f the objects could be
reused for the node software . The 00 development also allows the process and function objects to be easily transferred
over an Ethernet socket, allowing the node to share and run objects created on the client .

The node so ffivare is also designed to reside on an independent piece of hardware, such as the W iSHM or a remote
desktop, and continuously run . Once a client has connected to it node, loaded a process, and srt it to run . the node w ill
dispa tch a thread that will allow the p rocess to run repeatedly until a stop command is sent from it client .

3 . 1 . 5 Client integratio n

The original GLASS client was designed solely for constructing SHM processes on a deskto p . Now, however,
integration in the client i s added to allow communication with the GLASS node software to share constructed
p rocesses . A "Hardware" menu (Figu re 2) is added to facilitate GUI handling of operations such as opening it
connection to the hardware, uploading a constructed process, sta rt ing and stopping the process remotely, a nd finally
receiving results broadcasted over the network .

To facilitate the communication between the C1 . ;1SS client and node, a simple command and response
communications protocol is created . An example of an exchange between the client and node to establish a connection
and start a process is similar to communication between people : Each step in this communication is it command from
the client followed by a response fr om the node . W ithout a " +OK" response, the client will abort and ask the user if
they would like to try again . This command and response is iiTiplcmented to prevent deadlock between tile two
programs . Similarly, if the node receives a command that is not expected or the received object is not valid it will ret u rn
a " -ERR" response notifying the client that there was a problem with the communication .

Each step in this dialog process is also tied to in action in the GLASS client hardware menu . To send the
Open Connection command, the user selects "Open Connection" in the Hardware menu . Thereby the user controls each
step of the process allowing it connection to he established and possibly several versions of the process to he up l o aded
before the Sta rt P rocess command is sent . Confirmation of each command is displayed in the p rogres s bar at the bottom
of the screen (Figure 2) . While multiple clients can access it single node, the protocol is setup to allow only it single
client to connect at one time . This connection mode means that while connected, it client has dedicated and cxclusirc
access to the hardware node .
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Figure 2 . - Screen s hot capturing the added I lard %va m drop d own menu . The menu items displa y ed Correspond to
commands that can be sent to the node . Notice that confirmation or errors of the commands sent are displayed in the

process bar a t the bottom .



3 .1 .6 Communication of result s

Once the data are collected and processed a result needs to be returned to a client, mobile device, a display, and/or a
central monitoring device . The result is broadcast over a socket opened on a specific port . The difference is that while
the above communications were limited to a dedicated connection between a client and the node, the result can be
broadcast to multiple recipients simultaneously. Broadcasting of results to multiple recipients is possible using user
datagram protocol (UDP) and the JAVA multicasting functionality . This "multicasting" means that several clients can
all receive the broadcasted result at the same time and without each making a direct connection to the device . Once a
result is calculated, the node will broadcast the result . Any devices that are connected to the appropriate multicast group
will receive the result . Results are typically in the form of 1, 0, or -1 representing the state as damaged, undecided, or
undamaged respectively . It is up to the receiving program or device to interpret the result . The GLASS client is
modified to listen for such broadcast results and to display them as a change in the progress bar at the bottom of the
screen . Another simple program can be run on the node or client that listens for a result and then records the result with
a time stamp to a text file . A simple program to change the state of a green, yellow or red LED cluster, or to show a
result on a pocket PC device can also be created .

3.2 The Wireless Integrated Structural Health Monitoring Hardwar e

To develop a true integrated SHM system, the data interrogation processes must be transferred to embedded
software and hardware that incorporates sensing, processing, and the ability to return a result either locally or remotely .
Most off-the-shelf solutions currently available, or in development, (see Allen 2004) have a deficit in processing power
that limits the complexity of the software and SHM process that can be implemented . . Also, many integrated systems
are inflexible because of tight integration between the embedded software, the hardware, and sensing .

To implement computationally intensive processes such as those developed with the DIAMOND II software, a
single board computer (SBC) was selected to provide true processing power in a compact form . Also included in the
integrated system is a Motorola Labs developed digital signal processing (DSP) board with six analog to digital
converters (ADC) providing the interface to a variety of sensing modalities . Finally, a Motorola wireless network board
provides the ability for the system to relay structural information to a central host, across a network, or through local
hardware . Each of these hardware parts are built in a modular fashion and loosely coupled through the transmission
control protocol (TCP) or UDP, Internet protocols (IP) . By implementing a common interface, changing or replacing a
single component does not require a redesign of the entire system .

By allowing processes developed in the GLASS client to be downloaded and run directly in the GLASS node
software, this system becomes the first hardware solution where new processes can be created and loaded dynamically .
This modular nature does not lead to the most power optimized design, but instead achieves a flexible development
platform that is used to find the most effective combination of algorithms and hardware for a specific SHM problem .
Optimization for power is of secondary concern and will be the focus of follow-on efforts .

The hardware is designed in modular boards . The PC-104 specification is implemented for determining the size and
design of each of the hardware boards . Drivers are written for each of the hardware portions that allow communication
between the hardware boards through a common protocol over a TCP socket as is seen in Figure 3 . This communication
setup allows the back-end server to communicate with hardware in an encapsulated form . TCP also allows each
hardware portion to be accessed individually over an Ethernet connection for testing while the GLASS node software is
running in emulation on a desktop platform .

3 .2 .1 Single board compute r

For the processing center of the WiSHM a SBC (Figure 4) is used to provide powerful processing capabilities . The
SBC houses a 133 MHz PentiumTM processor, 256 Mb of RAM, and a Compact Flash (CF) card slot that acts as the
hard drive . The SBC can support serial, Ethernet and USB communication with other hardware . Developed by
Micro/Sys, the SBC adheres to the PC-104 standard and is easily linked to other hardware via the PC-104 bus, or the
previously described connections .

3 .2 .2 Sensing board

The sensing board utilizes a Motorola DSP56858 chip (www .motorola .com) for reading the ADCs and
communicating with the SBC . A DSP is necessary for sampling the ADCs because of the sampling speed requirements .
The DSP is an optimized package able to sample and return samples in four seconds for 1024 samples . The SBC would
not be fast enough to read the ADCs and buffer results by itself . The six ADCs have a maximum sampling speed of 200
kHz . The DSP board communicates with the SBC, or other command sources, over the serial port through a TCP
socket . For example, a command to sample from the DSP board is sent to port 5255 from the CPU, this command is
then received on port 5255 (See Fig. 3) and relayed to the serial port and the command is then received by the DSP . The
TCP socket is implemented to remove dependence on the serial port . In the future, if the DSP board were to implement
the PC-104 bus, the only interfaces that need to be rewritten would be the TCP socket-serial port interface, not the
complex code that actually sends the commands .
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Figure 3 . An overview of the hardware configuration showing the modular approach and using Ethernet protocols for
connecting modules .
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Figure 4 . Single board computer (actual size) shoN~ing the processor, the compact flash drive, and Ethernet port .

3 . 2 .4 Transmission b oard

T h e neu R FonT^' transmission board developed by Motorola Labs provides it wire l ess access po i nt to the w'iS l I h1 .
T h e neuR f onT^' board adheres to the I EEE 802 .15 .4 standard and is des i g ned to be aself-organizing networ k . For
example, if several boards are l ocated wi t hin transmission range of each othe r , a n etwork wil l be crea t ed and data
dynamically routed along the most eff i cient path to it host node . The host node prov i des connectivity w i th all external
network . The advantage to this network arrangement is if one node becomes disabled or more nodes are added, the
network can dynamically reconfigure . The wi r e l ess transmission board is shown in Figure 5 . Again, t h e w i re l ess board
is attached to the SRC through a ' I 'C P soc k e t , al l owing the ncuRFonT" board, another wireless so l ution, or simply an
Ethernet cable to act as asending- rece i ving ga t e~\aY' .
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inure 5 . The Motorola neuRFon TM wireless communication board dis p layed on the prototype Witill M s Nl .trm .

4 . S umma n

Current integrated health monitoring systems re ly on processes statically loaded onto the monitoring node before the
node is deployed in the field . the primary contribution of the wor k repo rt ed herein is it software paradigm that all o\k s
processes to be created remotely and uploaded to the node in a dynamic fashion over the life of the monitoring node
without taking the node out of service . From a h a rdwa re perspective , the W' iSl I M offers many unique features that
make it applicable to a wide range of SHM applications . This system is one of the first integrate d data a cyuisiliun,
telemetry and processing systems that has been designed speci fically for SHM . The processing capability of this

system is more substantial than that found in most other embedded systems being used for SH M and was designed
around the DIAMOND II SFIM data inte rr ogation software . Also, the sampling rate .,, allo k\ this system to be used for
low-frryurnry global system monitoring as well as for high-frryuency local monitoring (see Park et al . , 2111)3) .
Although not elaborated on in this paper, the W iSH N 1 can also dri \ c u p to for actuators thus facilitating an ;icti \ c
sensing necessa ry for many wave-propagation app ro aches to SLIM . A design decision made early on during the
Cirvrlu pmcnt of this hardware was to assume that AC po w er ~ % ould be available and to assume that it ~ k ould n o t he
necessary to time s y nch ronize sensors associated with different WiSHM nodes . There are numerous SIIM applications
where these choices w ill not be detrimental to the SHM hardware deployment . However, the authors arknowlc dgr that
there are other applications that will necessitate it smaller physical size to the W iSH M and that w ill not have AC power

readily available, The I . .A\L r'!14otorola research team is beginning the process of planning the next generation system

that %\ ill address these issues .
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